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Vehicle Standing Committee
Working Groups - In Progress

Electronic Titling (E-Titling) Working Group

- Status: In Progress
- Created in 2010
- Funded by AAMVA Committee Budget

Deliverable: Proof of Concept that will demonstrate the viability of an electronic titling process. In progress

Learn more during the “Riding the E-Title Wave” Session on Wednesday afternoon.
Vehicle Standing Committee Working Groups - In Progress

Unconventional Vehicles Working Group

• Status: In progress
• Created in 2005
• Funded by AAMVA Committee Budget

Deliverable #1: Titling and Registration of New Motorcycles
Completed 2007 - Posted on AAMVA website

Deliverable #2: Titling and Registration of Mini-Trucks
Completed 2011 - Posted on AAMVA website

Deliverable #3: Best Practices Guide for regulating and registering rebuilt, reconstructed, specially constructed and rebodied vehicles. In process

Learn more during the “Emerging Vehicle Issues” Session on Wednesday morning.
Three Wheel Vehicle Working Group

- Status: In Progress
- Created in 2010
- Funded by AAMVA Committee Budget

Deliverable: A Best Practices Guide for regulating or restricting on-highway operation and registration of three wheel vehicles.

In progress
Vehicle Standing Committee
Working Groups - In Progress

Privacy of E-mail & Telephone Number and Monitoring of Data Use Working Group

- Status: early stages of establishment
- Created in 2011
- Funded by AAMVA Committee Budget

Deliverable - Best Practices related to the privacy of e-mail and telephone addresses.

Deliverable - Best Practices for requirements for auditing of companies that request bulk data sales from jurisdictions.
Vehicle Standing Committee Working Groups - In Progress

NMVTIS Business Rules Working Group

- Status: Establishment in progress
- Created in 2011
- Funded by AAMVA Committee Budget

Deliverable: Identify and address business issues relating to NMVTIS on an on-going, as needed basis.
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